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 While freeing his wife Bhuvika from Dr. Siddhant's Pit, Daljeet manages to find his treasure chest , which contains valuable items such as compass , belt , chain , telescope and bottle. After seeing a strange spaceship flying on the sky, Daljeet hears his name being mentioned in it. His father Dr. Bhuvika calls him up for a pilgrimage to the space . His father reveals to Daljeet that his ancestors
had stolen the treasure . Before his father could reveal the secret of the treasure to Daljeet, he gets killed. Daljeet learns about the dark past of his father and grandfather from his servant . Dajeet finally meets his father's murderer, Dr. Siddhant. They fight and escape from his mad scientist's lab. In the end, the villain and Daljeet are killed by the pirate . After killing Dr. Siddhant, he finds the

treasure which contains four very powerful items . With these items, he gets to free his wife Bhuvika and she and Daljeet move back home and live happily ever after. Movie - The movie starts with Daljeet and his wife Bhuvika fleeing from terrorists. When they finally come to a safe place, Daljeet secretly steals the "Pirates" uniform and tries to flee from the "Pirates". He spots the spaceship flying
above him. Daljeet reaches the spaceship and looks at it. He finds that it has Daljeet's name inscribed on it. His name is mentioned as a passenger on board. He learns that his ancestor "Daljeet Singh" had also joined this spaceship. This was the reason why Daljeet was brought back into the spaceship. Daljeet also learns that they are in a spaceship which has been on a long-term mission. They will be

returning to Earth in a few years. He finds a very powerful telescope in the spaceship. Daljeet climbs the spaceship to steal it and finds a chain around the telescope. He then climbs the spaceship and gets the treasure chest. Inside the treasure chest he finds some 520fdb1ae7
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